Congratulations!
Thank you so much for all your help discovering what the
amazing artefact was, where it was, and where Alice
Adventurely has gone!
There is lots of colouring to do in this booklet, is there any
more you can fill in?
Make sure you pick up your prize for completing the trail!

Amazing Artefacts Hunt!

Answer
Book
After years of
searching, I am finally
on the trail of the
most exciting artefact!
I’m going to record as
much information as I
can in this diary about
the objects I see.

My research has led
me to believe it is here
at Eton College , but I
arrived to find TWO
displays of Egyptian
Antiquities.
I just need to find out
which one holds this
incredible artefact...

Enter your answers to the questions at the bottom of the page!

The Museum of Antiquities
Wow, there is a lot
to explore in here!
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There are so many
pots but my eye
was immediately
drawn to this one.
I had to look in
the museum
catalogue to find out it was called
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BARBOTINE pottery.
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There are some mummies in here so I have to
try and not find them scary. With them are
some images that show you what is inside the
mummy wrappings. They must have taken
these images by XRAY
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Where has Alice Adventurely gone to discover more?
TOWER GALLERY

DAHSHUR, EGYPT

You’ve been through the diary and entered all your clues, now
you need to put them all together to answer the mystery!
I am finally sure which object was the amazing
artefact I came to find! I am now going to
where it was from to discover more…

Name: ………………………...
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I don’t want everyone to know what I am
investigating, so I’ll put together the answers
from my diary in a crossword, and the highlighted
word is the clue to the special object!
I’m very
interested in
this object.
What is it made of? FAIENCE.
What colour should I use to colour it in?

You might want to use the space here to list all the clues you have gathered to
enter into the crossword!

The exciting artefact is:

It was in the:

CLOISONNE PECTORAL

TOWER GALLERY

The Adornment display is full of jewellery and
cosmetic objects. It’s amazing this glass has
survived thousands of years! These flasks
would have contained PERFUME

What are the beads made of?

What an amazing collection of mummy masks
and headpieces. The Ancient Egyptians did a lot
of preparation for life after death. I wonder
what my mummy mask would look like?
Design your own here:

There is a tiny doll with
blue beaded hair. It is
very unusual, I might
need to refer to it later.
I’d better make a
drawing of it.
Draw the beaded doll:

These three cups are
called chalices. They are
the shape of the LOTUS
flower.

Think about what you would put on this mask to make it look like you
and also to make it special. These masks have lots of decoration and gold!

I have found a very small but precious metal
object. It is a pectoral, which would have been
worn on the CHEST
What a stunning technique, inlaying stones into
the metal. What is it called? CLOISONNE

Hmm, this display of examples of writing looks
familiar...I brought with me this wordsearch
clue. But one of the objects listed below is
missing from the wordsearch! Which one?

It must have belonged to someone important,
the text here says from the tombs at
DAHSHUR in Egypt.
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There is an amazing papyrus fragment of the
Book of Amduat. It is a guide to assist the
dead on their journey to the AFTERLIFE.

Lots of these objects have writing called
hieroglyphs on them. The one I am looking at is
long and thin, and is made to contain make-up.
It is called a KOHL tube.
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Amphora
Greek
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Cuneiform
Pawprint

Dice
Tablet

Do you know what all the words above mean? Can you find out from the
display or the catalogue?

Why is this fish in particular so important? How is it symbolic?

The Tower Gallery
The Roman soldier on
this tile is a
representation of a
god. I’ve seen other
objects depicting this
god, and I know he is
the son of Osiris. His
name is HORUS.
Hang on, my drawing
looks different to the
above picture from
the gallery. Circle all
four differences.

This fish keeps
turning up in the
displays. It is called
a TILAPIA Fish.

I’m looking for a scarab beetle ring.
What colour is the scarab? Colour it in.
It is made of a stone called AMETHYST

